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Abstract: Prediction of ground responses is important for improving performance of tunneling. This study 16 

proposes a novel reinforcement learning (RL) based optimizer with the integration of deep-Q network 17 

(DQN) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to. Such optimizer is used to improve the extreme learning 18 

machine (ELM) based tunneling-induced settlement prediction model. Herein, DQN-PSO optimizer is used 19 

to optimize the weights and biases of ELM. Based on the prescribed states, actions, rewards, rules and 20 

objective functions, DQN-PSO optimizer evaluates the rewards of actions at each step, thereby guides 21 

particles which action should be conducted and when should take this action. Such hybrid model is adopted 22 

onapplied in a practical tunnel project. Regarding the search of global best weights and biases of ELM, The 23 

the results indicate the DQN-PSO optimizer obviously outperforms conventional metaheuristic 24 

optimization algorithms with higher accuracy and lower computational cost to identify the global best 25 
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weights and biases of ELM. Meanwhile, this model can identify relationships among influential factors and 26 

ground responses through self-practicing and accurately predict tunneling-induced ground response in real 27 

time. The ultimate model can be expressed with an explicit formulation and used to predict tunneling-28 

induced ground response in real time, facilitating its application in engineering practice.  29 

Keywords: Tunnel; Ground response; Reinforcement learning; Extreme learning machine; Optimization 30 

 31 

1. Introduction 32 

Ground responses to shield machine tunneling is a sophisticated problem that is affected by tunnel geometry, 33 

shield machine operational parameters, geological conditions and anomalous conditions [1]. The 34 

development of a rigorous analytical solution for descripting tunneling-induced ground response is 35 

complicated, because tunneling process involves multi-disciplinary knowledge such as solid mechanics, 36 

fluid mechanics, thermodynamics and tribology. EarlyThe initial analytical models were developed upon 37 

the homogenous elastic half-space theory [2, 3], in which soils are treated as an isotropic elastic material 38 

with a single layer. To consider the tunneling-induced plastic deformation, classical plasticity solutions for 39 

soil stresses and displacements [4] were obtained by assuming a cavity contraction in a linearly-elastic, 40 

plastic material with Mohr-Coulomb yielding and nonassociative flow, but this method is merely 41 

appropriate in the case that plastic zone does not extend to the ground surface [5]. Few analytical models 42 

can consider the effect of fluid-solid coupling on the ground responses, although tunneling process can 43 

cause remarkable change in flow regime and cause large ground subsidence. Kinematical effects of shield 44 

machine advancetunneling on the ground response have also be frequently reported [6, 7], but these 45 

phenomenological observations merely stated the effect of ground responses to these kinematical 46 
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parameters and. It means that an explicit model involving these parameters have not been cannot be 47 

developed. 48 

Existing analytical solutions merely account for limited influential factors and simulate ground 49 

responses in a simplistic manner [8]. Engineers prefer to apply empirical formulations, which were derived 50 

from numerous in-situ observations, to predict ground response due to their simplicity [9]., However,but 51 

such phenomenological methods tend to be applicable to a specific engineering, because the influential 52 

factors such as soil types, construction methods and tunnel configuration are different for different tunneling 53 

projects. Numerical modelling methods such as finite element and discrete element have been extensively 54 

employed to investigate ground response to tunneling as the improvement in the software and hardware 55 

[10-12], because. Such elaborate numerical models are able to simulate soil-shield machine interaction by 56 

considering numerous extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as the geological heterogeneity [12] and the shield 57 

machine operation [13]. Nevertheless, parameters of soil constitutive models need to be calibrated by 58 

numerous experimental tests and back analysis of parameters also requires considerable skills [14]. A 59 

problem that all engineers have to confront is how to timely predict ground responses to tunneling and 60 

mitigates potential risks. Empirical, analytical and numerical methods obviously exist their own deficiency 61 

in capturing the ground responses to tunneling in real time, because Considering the influential factors such 62 

as operational parameters and geological conditions vary frequently with the advance of shield machine, 63 

empirical, analytical and numerical methods obviously exist their own deficiency in capturing the ground 64 

responses to tunneling in real time.  65 

To predict ground responses alone the whole tunnel alignment, machine learning (ML)-based 66 

surrogate models have recently been proposed to complement the deficiency of conventional methods. Such 67 
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models have strong capability of identifying the nonlinear relationship between ground responses and 68 

various influential factors [15-17]. Prediction models are established offline by directly learning from the 69 

in-situ data and used to online prediction of ground response in real time with high accuracy. The current 70 

ML-based tunneling-induced ground response prediction models were developed upon quite limited 71 

datasets (within 1000 datasets), consequently,thereby the model architecture is not sophisticated (within 20 72 

input variables). Researchers thus utilized metaheuristic optimization algorithms such as particle swarm 73 

optimization (PSO) for determiningto search the hyper-parameters and general parameters of these ML-74 

based models [18]. PSO has been successfully used in many domains [19], but the original PSO primarily 75 

exists two issues: premature convergence and high computational cost. The premature convergence means 76 

that PSO tends to be trapped in the local optima at the beginning of the search process. Meanwhile the 77 

computational cost can increase dramatically with the increasing population size, although the diversity of 78 

swarm is beneficial to obtain global optima. To mitigate these issues, numerous researchers have 79 

preoccupied with enhancing PSO algorithm, such as modified PSO with adaptive parameters [20, 21], 80 

hybrid PSO [22, 23]. Nevertheless, which action should be chosen for particles effectively moving towards 81 

the best position and when should take this action are still a key challenge.  82 

In this study, a more general-purpose PSO optimizer enhanced by reinforcement learning (RL) deep 83 

Q-network (DQN) is proposed. In the past three several years, RL has driven impressive advances in 84 

artificial intelligence and rapidly extended their application scopes [24-27]. In particular, the models trained 85 

by DQN outperform human experts in Atari, Go and no-limit poker [28-30]. The most fundamental 86 

improvement is that deep RL algorithm does not rely on hand-crafted policy evaluation functions, compared 87 

with previous ML algorithms. The agent of deep RL interacts with environment and learn past experience 88 
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like a human via self-playing, thereby continuously improve their performance. This success motivates us 89 

to propose a DQN-based PSO optimizer (DQN-PSO), in which agent guides particles to choose the 90 

optimum action at each generation and move towards the best position with the lowest computational cost. 91 

To the best knowledge of the authors, this is first work to combine RL algorithm DQN based optimizer to 92 

develop a global best ML based model for investigating ground responses to tunneling.  93 

Hence, this study aims to develop an ELM-based ground response prediction model due to its fast 94 

calculation speed. The proposed DQN-PSO optimizer is used to optimize ELM for identifying the global 95 

best weights and biases with higher accuracy and lower computational cost. A case study is implemented 96 

for validating the prediction performance of the proposed hybrid model. The framework of hybrid ELM 97 

and DQN-PSO optimizer proposed in this study can be replaced by various ML and metaheuristic 98 

algorithms to explore various issues.  99 

 100 

2. Literature review and methodology 101 

2.1 Literature review 102 

Machine learning (ML) is a subsection of artificial intelligence that imparts the system to automatically 103 

learn from the data without being explicitly programmed. ML algorithms have made a significant 104 

breakthrough with appreciable performance in a wide variety ofmany domains. They have been considered 105 

to be the best choice for discovering the intricate relationships in among high-dimensional data [31]. 106 

Ground responses to tunneling is complicated with the coupled effects of intrinsic and extrinsic factors such 107 

as geological, geotechnical, geometric, shield operational and anomalous parameters, which brings huge 108 

difficulties to accurately predict tunneling-induced settlement. Moreover, tunneling is a dynamic process 109 
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and its influential factors always change with the advance of shield machine, thereby the real time prediction 110 

of settlement is vitally important in engineering practice. Conventional empirical, analytical, numerical and 111 

physical modelling methods have their limitations and cannot predict soil-shield machine interaction in real 112 

time. ML algorithms provide a novel method to overcome this issue. 113 

Since the first application of ANN to predict tunneling-induced settlement conducted by Shi et al. [32], 114 

various ML algorithms have been extensively used to predict soil-shield machine interaction in the last two 115 

decades. The most widely used ML algorithm is the ANN with the error backpropagation [33-39] and. 116 

Meanwhile its variants such as general regression neural network [40], wavelet neural network [14] and 117 

radial basis function neural network [40] have also been employedgained popularity in predicting soil-118 

shield machine interaction. In the last decade, the development of ML has experienced a course of blossom, . 119 

consequentlyConsequently, researchers have implemented various ML algorithms to predict tunneling-120 

induced ground settlement such as extreme learning machine [41], adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system 121 

[42, 43], relevance vector machine [44], least-squares support-vector machine [45], random forest [46-48] 122 

and genetic expression programming [42]. 123 

The key of developing a ML-based settlement prediction model is to determine the values of hyper-124 

parameters. In addition, the weights and biases also need to be determined for ANN and its variants. The 125 

commonly used methods for determining hyper-parameters involve trial and error, grid search and meta-126 

heuristic algorithms [34, 39, 40]., and the The weights and biases of ANN-based models can beare generally 127 

determined using gradient descenddeterministic and meta-heuristicstochastic optimization algorithms [18, 128 

35]. Trial and error and grid search methods can only search the parameters in a limited space. Deterministic 129 

optimization algorithm such as gradient descend may be trapped into local optima. Stochastic algorithms 130 
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suffer from premature convergence and high computational cost. The global best optimum parameters are 131 

thus hard to be obtained by using such method, because .trial and error and grid search methods can only 132 

search the parameters in a limited space, gradient descend may be trapped into local optima, and meta-133 

heuristic algorithms suffer from premature convergence and high computational cost. Therefore To this end, 134 

this study proposes a RL algorithm DQN based optimizer to search the global optimum parameters of ML 135 

algorithms with higher accuracy and lower computational cost. 136 

2.2 Reinforcement learning 137 

2.2.1 Framework of reinforcement learning 138 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is originated from a discrete-time and finite Markov decision process (MDP). 139 

RL consists of a learning agent, an environment, states, actions, and rewards. The agent interacts with an 140 

environment at some discrete time scale, t = 0, 1, …. On each time step t, the agent perceives or observes 141 

the state of the environment, St (St ∈ S), thereafter chooses a primitive action based on this perception or 142 

observation, At (At ∈ ASt). In response to each action, a, the environment thereafter produces a numerical 143 

reward, Rt+1, and changes to a next state, St+1 (St+1 ∈ S). The whole dynamic transition process can be 144 

mathematically expressed by: 145 

  1Pr ,a

ss t t tS s S s A a 
     (1) 146 

  1 ,a

s t t tR E R R s R a    (2) 147 

where a

ss
 = state transition probability matrix; a

sR  = immediate reward.  148 

Note that the action at a state is selected based on a policy, π.  149 

    t ta s P A a S s     (3) 150 

Therefore, the objective of the learning agent is to learn a policy which maximizes the expected 151 
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discounted future reward at each state after maps from states to probabilities of taking each available 152 

primitive action, as shown by: 153 
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 (4) 154 

where γ ∈ (0, 1) = a discount factor, it denotes the reward from next states gradually decreases; vπ = state-155 

value function under policy, π; vπ(𝑠) = value of the state, s, under policy, π.  156 

The state-value function is the expected return starting from state, s, and then following policy, π. 157 

There is another value function that is the expected return starting from state, s, taking action a, and then 158 

following policy, π, which is termed as action-value function, as shown following: 159 
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 (5) 160 

The objective of value-based RL algorithms such as Q-learning and Sarsa is to determine the optimum 161 

state-value V*(s) or action-value functions Q*(s, a), as shown in Eq. [6]–[7]. This study also utilizes value-162 

based RL algorithm to establish model. 163 
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2.2.2 Deep Q network 166 

In this study, a deep reinforcement-learningRL model is established by integrating a deep neural network 167 

(DNN) with a conventional RL to find out optimization strategy. This new algorithm model is termed as 168 
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DQN proposed by Mnih et al. [29] is used. Conventional RL algorithms generally utilize a Q table to store 169 

states and actions. The values in the Q table update continuously complying with Eq. [8] during the learning 170 

process [49] (see Fig. 1(a)), thereby they have thus been limited to certain conditions with finite and discrete 171 

states and actions.  172 

        , , + + max , ,a

s
a

Q s a Q s a R Q s a Q s a 


   
 

 (8) 173 

where α = learning rate. 174 

A DQN-based agent can interact with an environment with continuous states, because a DNN can 175 

parameterize an approximate action-value function Q(s, a; θi) (see Fig. 1(b)). Nevertheless, the sequence 176 

of observations lead to a strong correlation among these observations, thereby the neural network-based 177 

action-value function may be unstable and even diverge [50], thereby an experience replay method is 178 

proposed [29]. In this method, agent’s experience et = (St, At, Rt, St+1) at the time- step t is stored in a replay 179 

memory pool D. DNN can be trained based on mini-batches (s, a, r, s') ~ U(D) that are randomly drawn 180 

from the memory pool, which is beneficial to eliminate strong correlations among observations and ensures 181 

that the learning system is stable. The corresponding loss function of DNN is: 182 

          , , ,
+ max , ; , ;a

i i s i is a r s U D
a

L R Q s a Q s a   

  

   
 

 (9) 183 

where θi = parameters of Q-DNN at the ith iteration; 
i
  = parameters of target DNN at the ith iteration. 184 

Note that only the parameters of Q-DNN are updated in real time. Target DNN is a forward network and 185 

has a same architecture with Q-DNN. The update of parameters 
i
  is achieved by directly extracting 186 

parameters from Q-DNN at a fixed interval. In this way, training can avoid falling into feedback loops and 187 

proceed in a more stable manner. 188 
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2.3 Particle swarm optimization 189 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm [51], which is developed 190 

based on simulating search behavior and social interaction of animals such as fish school and bird flock. 191 

PSO consists of several populations of particles and each particle is represented by its position vector X
k 

i , 192 

velocity vector V
k 

i  and fitness value. The velocity and position of each particle are updated using the 193 

following equations: 194 

    1

1 1 2 2

k k k k k k

i i i i ic r c r gBest          V V pBest X X  (10) 195 

 1 1k k k

i i i

  X X V  (11) 196 

where k = current generation, i = ith particle;  = inertia weight; c1, c2= cognitive and social acceleration 197 

coefficients; r1, r2 = random numbers within the range [0, 1] complying with uniform distribution; pBesti = 198 

local best location of the ith particle; gBest = global best location of all particles. The predominant objective 199 

of the PSO algorithm is to find the optimum fitness value and the corresponding location. 200 

2.4 Extreme learning machine 201 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a modification of the single-hidden layer feedforward neural network, 202 

that is, only one hidden layer in this algorithm. The weights of input layer and the biases of hidden layer 203 

are assigned randomly. The optimum ELM is obtained by calculating the weights of the hidden layer and 204 

the biases of the output layer, thereby the calculation speed is much faster. In general, ELM can be 205 

represented as: 206 

  f H Xw b  (12) 207 

 0Hβ y =  (13) 208 

where w = weight matrix of the input layer; b = bias vector of the hidden layer; H = hidden layer output 209 
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matrix; β = weight vector connecting the hidden nodes and the output nodes; y = outputs; f = activation 210 

function. The optimum ELM algorithm can be achieved by minimizing the value of Hβ y . Detailed 211 

description of ELM algorithm can refer to Huang et al. [52]. 212 

 213 

3. Introduction of proposed model 214 

3.1 Proposed ELM-based ground response prediction model 215 

3.1.1 Feature selection 216 

Recent work by Zhang et al. [48] demonstrated that the influential factors of tunneling-induced settlement 217 

can be mainly classified into four categories: tunnel geometry, geological condition, shield operational 218 

parameters and anomalous conditions. In detail, twelve parameters are vitally important to soil-tunnel 219 

interaction including one tunnel geometry factor (cover depth of tunnel C, it should be noted that cover 220 

depth of tunnel is the only geometric factor used in this study considering the tunnel specification along the 221 

whole section is consistent), five shield operational parameters (thrust Th, torque To, grout filling Gf, 222 

penetration rate Pr, chamber pressure Cp), five geological parameters (modified blow counts of standard 223 

penetration test of soil layers MSPT, modified blow counts of dynamic penetration test of soil layers MDPT, 224 

modified uniaxial compressive strength of weathered rocks MUCS, groundwater table W and soil type at 225 

the cutterhead face St) and one anomalous condition (shield stoppage Sp). This study still adopts these 226 

twelve parameters for developing ELM-based ground response prediction model. Herein, five shield 227 

operational parameters and Sp can be collected in real time during tunneling process, and. the The remaining 228 

geological and geometric parameters can be obtained during site investigation and route design process, 229 

which are conducted before the construction of tunnel. Therefore, tunnel-induced settlement can be 230 
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predicted in real time. 231 

 232 

3.1.2 Model architecture 233 

The framework of the ELM-based ground response prediction model is presented in Fig. 2. Input layers 234 

have 12 neurons corresponding 12 input variables as mentioned above and ground maximum settlement S 235 

is the only output variable. ELM based model with different number of hidden neurons was pre-trained to 236 

for selecting an appropriate framework, . Considering the focus to this study is to highlight the superiority 237 

of proposed optimizer in the next section,but the detailed processing for determine the optimum number of 238 

hidden neuronsresults are not presented for brevity, . because the focus to this study is to highlight the 239 

superiority of proposed optimizer in the next section. The results indicate the performance of model is not 240 

sensitive to the hyper-parameters (the number of hidden neurons) when the number of hidden neurons 241 

exceed 15. Considering the computational cost and the model performance, 20 hidden neurons are 242 

ultimately adopted in this study. The training of ELM-based model can be obtained by: 243 

  Ef H Xw b ; †
Hβ= y  (14) 244 

where X = input matrix (n×12, n is the number of datasets); H = output of hidden layer (n×20); y = output 245 

vector (n×1); w = weights matrix (12×20); b = bias vector (1×20); 
†

H  is obtained by Moore–Penrose 246 

generalized inverse of matrix H [53] (20×n), because H is a nonsquare matrix; β = ultimate training result 247 

(20×1); fE is an activation function used in the hidden layer of ELM, and sigmoid activation function is 248 

adopted in this study, which can be expressed by: 249 

  
1

1
E x

f x
e




 (15) 250 
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3.2 Proposed deep reinforcement learning-based optimizer 251 

3.2.1 States and actions 252 

The novel optimizer is developed based on the integration of deep reinforcement learning algorithm DQN 253 

and meta-heuristic optimization algorithm PSO (DQN-PSO). The search space of population represents the 254 

environment of DQN, and positions of all particles represent the state of DQN. Three actions, i.e., 255 

exploration, exploitation and jump are considered in this study, as shown following: 256 

(i) Exploration: in PSO, , c1 and c2 control the movement direction and scale of particles. At the early 257 

state of generation, particles tend to make a large movement to explore the search space and move far away 258 

from the current gBest. Therefore,  and c1 values are large, and c2 value is small, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 259 

This operation is termed as exploration, and the update of each particle position and velocity complies with 260 

Eqs. [10]–[11]. 261 

(ii) Exploitation: at the later stage of generation, particles tend to make a small movement to slowly 262 

converge at gBest and avoid heavy vibration. Therefore,  and c1 values are small, and c2 value is large, as 263 

shown in Fig. 3(b). This operation is termed as exploitation, and the update of each particle position and 264 

velocity complies with Eqs. [10]–[11]. 265 

(iii) Jump: the former two actions achieve the adaptive adjustment of parameters in PSO, but the algorithm 266 

is still likely to be trapped in the local optima and cannot jump out this status. Therefore, a jump action is 267 

assigned to the action space, which can be obtained by: 268 

  1

max min

k k

i i r X X    X pBest  (16) 269 

where r = random number within the range [–1, 1] complying with uniform distribution; Xmax and Xmin = 270 

upper and lower bound of particles location. This new location update method allows particles to jump out 271 
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the local optima. 272 

In this study, ε-greedy strategy is employed to select an action. The action that can generate maximum 273 

reward according to the results of Q-DNN is selected with probability(1–ε), but the action is randomly 274 

selected from all available actions for exploring unknown conditions with probability ε. 275 

3.2.2 Boundary conditions 276 

There are four boundary conditions in PSO, i.e., reflecting wall, damping wall, invisible wall, and absorbing 277 

wall. Absorbing wall is used to limit the position and velocity of particles in this study. As shown in Fig. 4, 278 

there are upper and lower bound for the position and velocity vectors. When they exceed this boundary 279 

condition, the position and velocity of each particle are reset as the values of upper or lower bounds, 280 

respectively (see Eqs. [17]–[18]). Otherwise, the update of position and velocity vector complies with Eqs. 281 

[10]–[11] and [16]. 282 
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 (18) 284 

3.2.3 Basic framework 285 

Fig. 5 presents the basic framework of the proposed optimizer DQN-PSO. This optimizer starts from 286 

creating several populations, which is also the current state of RL. The rewards of each action under this 287 

state will be estimated by the Q-DNN, and thereafter the action which can create maximum reward under 288 

this state will be selected. The velocity and position will be updated based on the selected action, thereby 289 

the new state will be generated. After the pBest and gBest are updated, the search process completes if the 290 

gBest satisfy satisfies the termination condition. Otherwise, the whole process will repeat. 291 
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3.3 Enhanced PSO optimizer 292 

To validate the superiority of the proposed RL-based optimizer DQN-PSO, an enhanced optimizer is also 293 

developed for comparison. This enhanced PSO has two characteristics: 294 

(i) Adaptive accelerator parameters: as mentioned above, particles start from exploring in the search space 295 

and thereafter transfer to exploitation operation with the increase of generations. Therefore, a search 296 

strategy that c1 decreases linearly and c2 increases linearly with the increase of generations has been 297 

developed [54]. This strategy can improve the global search capability of PSO in at the early stage and local 298 

optimization capability in at the later stage, as shown following: 299 

  1 1_ 1_ 1_

k

initial final initial

k
c c c c

t
    (19) 300 

  2 2_ 2_ 2_

k

initial final initial

k
c c c c

t
    (20) 301 

where k = current generation; t = a total of generation; 
1

kc , 
2

kc = values of c1 and c2 at the kth generation, 302 

respectively; c1_initial, c2_initial = initial values of c1 and c2, respectively; c1_final, c2_final = final values of c1 and 303 

c2, respectively. The update of each particle position and velocity complies with Eqs. [10]–[11]. 304 

(ii) Jump: unlike the DQN-PSO optimizer, enhanced PSO optimizer cannot intelligently select the action 305 

of particles based on the reward of each action. Therefore, when the number of generations exceeds a critical 306 

value (Eq. [21]) and meanwhile the difference of the objective function outputs generated at the adjacent 307 

time steps is less than a threshold value (Eq. [22]), a jump operation is activated. Thereafter the update of 308 

each particle position in the jump operation complies with Eq. [16]. 309 

 Jk N  (21) 310 

 1k k

obj obj Jf f f    (22) 311 

where k = current generation; 1k

objf  , k

objf  = output of objective function at the kth and (k+1)th generations, 312 
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respectively; NJ, fJ = thresholds for the number of generations and the difference of adjacent outputs of the 313 

objective function, respectively. 314 

3.4 Proposed hybrid deep RL model 315 

3.4.1 Reward rule and actions selection 316 

Note that the reward rule is not demonstrated in the former section, which needs to be determined by the 317 

hybrid model. As mentioned in the description of ELM, the training process of ELM is merely completed 318 

by computing the solution of a linear system. After the hyper-parameters (the number of hidden neurons) 319 

of ELM are determined, the model performance depends heavily on the weights and biases. To improve the 320 

performance of ELM-based ground response prediction model, the weights and biases of ELM are 321 

optimized by the DQN-based optimizer. In this hybrid algorithm, the state of the DQN-based optimizer 322 

represents the weights and biases of ELM, as shown in followings: 323 

  1 2 1, , , , , ,i i n n m 
X X X X X X  (23) 324 

  1 2 1 1
, , , , , ,i i i m m

x x x x x 
X  (24) 325 

where X = an aggregate of all populations; Xi = a single population. i. e, an aggregate of weights and biases 326 

of ELM; n = the size of population; m = the number of particles in each population, i.e. the number of 327 

weights and biases in ELM (20×12+20=260, as mentioned in section 3.1.2); xi = a single particle of a 328 

population. Therefore, the number of particles in each state is 260n. 329 

The objective function of the DQN-PSO optimizer is determined by the sum of squared errors (SSE), 330 

which is used to evaluate the reward value. 331 

  
2

1

SSE
n

i E i i i i

i

f x b y 


       (25) 332 
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where yi = actual settlement;  i E i i if x b    = predicted settlement using the ELM-based model, in 333 

which parameters βi, ωi and bi derive from β, w and b (see section 3.1.2), respectively; xi = one set of input 334 

variables. The updates of pBest and gBest are related to the SSE value, in which all particles move towards 335 

the positions with low values of SSE. The reward rule is that the final reward r is 1 if the SSE yielded by 336 

gBest is less than the prescribed goal value, otherwise, the current model acquires reward = of 0. Note that 337 

the exact rewards are only known at the end of each episode. 338 

3.4.2 Model framework 339 

The pseudocode of the proposed hybrid ELM-based prediction model and DQN-PSO optimizer is presented 340 

in Algorithm 1. It can be observed that the hybrid algorithm involves prescribed number of episodes. In 341 

each episode, states are updated continuously until the SSE value yielded by the gBest can satisfies the 342 

termination condition.  343 

Algorithm 1: Hybrid DQN and ELM algorithm 

1. step = 0 

2. for episode in range (number of prescribed episodes) 

3.    Randomly initialize state s 

4.    while True: 

5.        Estimate rewards of each action and choose an action a 

7.        Modify the current state s to s_ by taking a and the corresponding reward 

8.        Store [s, a, reward, s_] in the replay memory pool 

9.        if step satisfies the update condition 

10.           Update target DNN 
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11.       if gBest generated by state s_ satisfies the termination conditions: 

12.           Evaluate the reward of this episode 

13.           break 

14.       step = step + 1 

15. Exit  

 344 

4. Application of proposed model 345 

4.1 Overview of case study 346 

In order to investigate the feasibility and reliability of the proposed hybrid DQN-PSO optimizer and ELM-347 

based tunneling-induced ground responses prediction model, an in-situ experiment conducted by Zhang et 348 

al. [48] on a practical tunneling project from Changsha city, China is used in this study. This experimental 349 

zone consisted of five tunnel sections with six metro stations. A total of 5.44 km was constructed using 350 

earth pressure balanced (EPB) shield machine (construction starting in 2016 and completing in 2019). The 351 

tunnel was primarily excavated in the weathered rocks, which means that the consolidation settlement 352 

completed rapidly after the tunnel was constructed. Therefore, this case study focused on the tunneling-353 

induced ultimately steady ground settlement. Each monitoring cross-section of settlement was positioned 354 

at a fixed interval of around 10 m.  355 

With regard to the collection of datasets, the geological conditions and geometric factor at each ring 356 

were obtained by the site investigation before tunneling process. The five operational parameters were 357 

recorded per minute by the shield machine data acquisition system, and the average operational parameters 358 

at each ring were preprocessed. The ground settlement monitoring points were installed at an interval of 10 359 
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m and was measured twice a day. The settlement of monitoring points and the 12 input variables at the 360 

corresponding positions were stored in the database for training ELM-based ground response prediction 361 

model, thereby synchronousness between the settlement data and the input variables can be guaranteed. 362 

The database used in this study can be downloaded in the Appendix section. 363 

4.2 Results 364 

Table 1 presents the values of parameters used in all algorithms in this study. The experimental results 365 

indicate the model performance is not particularly sensitive to the architecture of target DNN and Q-DNN. 366 

The number of hidden layers in the target DNN and Q-DNN is 1, and the corresponding number of neurons 367 

is 15. Q-DNN starts to training when the agent’s experiences in the replay memory pool D reaches 200 and 368 

it is trained with an interval of 5 time steps. The size of mini-batch used for training Q-DNN is 32, and the 369 

parameters of the target DNN are updated with an interval of 300 time steps. A total of 100 game episodes 370 

are carried out by the intelligent agent. The computational results indicate the ELM-based prediction model 371 

showcases great performance with the SSE value of 5, thereafter the decrease in the goal value will lead to 372 

a dramatic increase in the computational cost and may fail to reach the goal value. Therefore, the goal value 373 

of SSE is ultimately defined as 5 in this study. 374 

Fig. 6 presents the evolution of SSE value generated by the hybrid deep RL prediction model in a 375 

typical episode. It can be observed that this episode consumes 8802 steps to reach the goal SSE value. The 376 

whole evolution of SSE can be categorized into four phases according to the characteristics of SSE variation. 377 

At the phase Ifirst phase from a to b, SSE value experiences a remarkable decrease from 8.395 at the 1st 378 

step to 5.288 at the 1045th step. Thereafter, the change in the SSE value is not discernable, but three steady 379 

phases can be obviously observed. The first steady phase (phase II: b – c) continues a total of 3373 steps, 380 
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followed by phase III (c – d) with 2919 steps and phase IV (d – e) with 665 steps.  381 

The advantage of the RL algorithm DQN is that it can reveal the intelligent operation mechanism of 382 

the agent, while other ML-based models merely run as a black box. To investigate the operation mechanism 383 

of the DQN-PSO optimizer, the actions at four phases are presented, as shown in Fig. 7. At the phase I, it 384 

can be observed that the agent focuses on the exploration at the initial stage, implying this action can receive 385 

the largest reward based on the Q-DNN results. The performance of the hybrid deep RL prediction model 386 

at the initial stage is not steady, thereby the optimization of weighs and biases can easily improve the 387 

prediction accuracy, which complies with the obvious decrease in the SSE value (see Fig. 6). At the earth 388 

stage of phase II, the agent still starts from exploration, but this action cannot reduce the SSE value, thereby 389 

the agent transfers to conduct the exploitation action, and sometimes conduct the jump action for jumping 390 

out local optima. Consequently, the exploitation and jump actions alternately appear and dominate this 391 

phase. At the phase III, the agent focuses on the exploitation, because the action trials at the phase II cannot 392 

cause large decrease in the SSE value (see Fig. 6). It indicates the performance of the hybrid deep RL 393 

prediction model is roughly steady, and SSE will converge at a fixed value. Similar condition can also be 394 

observed at the phase IV, where exploitation still dominate this phase. SSE value varies within an acceptable 395 

range and end up with the prescribed goal value, thereby it is reasonable to deduce the optimum hybrid 396 

deep RL prediction model for predicting tunneling-induced ground response is obtained. The consistency 397 

of agent’s action and the corresponding model performance at each phase ensures the reasonability of the 398 

hybrid deep RL prediction model. The agent like a human intelligently guides particles to choose the 399 

optimum action at each generation and move towards the best position. 400 

To clearly reveal the evolution of the prediction performance of model, the predicted maximum 401 
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settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL prediction model generated at three typical steps a, b 402 

and e are presented, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the predicted settlement using the model 403 

generated at the step a severely deviates from the measured settlement. It cannot accurately capture the 404 

evolution of tunneling-induced settlement and loses fidelity at some monitoring points, e.g. the largest 405 

settlement of 48 mm is not detected. The performance of model generated at the step b improves 406 

dramatically. The predicted evolution of settlement shows great agreement with the measured settlement 407 

and the settlement values can also be accurately predicted. Meanwhile all of large settlement that exceeds 408 

10 mm can be detected by this model, which is of great significance for avoiding risks in engineering 409 

practice. The performance of model generated at the step e is further refined with the lower SSE value, 410 

compared with the model generated at the step b. In detail, the difference of predicted and measured 411 

settlements at some monitoring points further reduces and shows better consistency with the measured 412 

evolution of ground maximum settlement. 413 

 414 

5. Discussion 415 

5.1 Compared with basic and enhanced PSO 416 

To validate the superiority of the proposed RL-based optimizer DQN-PSO, a comparison among three 417 

optimizers, that is, basic PSO, enhanced PSO and DQN-PSO, is conducted. Fig. 9 presents the results of 418 

ELM-based ground responses prediction model optimized by three optimizers. The evolution of SSE value 419 

within 3000 generations is presented because three optimizers roughly converged at a fixed value. It can be 420 

observed that DQN-PSO obviously outperforms the basic and enhanced PSO with the lowest value of SSE 421 

and fastest convergence. The corresponding maximum generation of three types of optimizers when SSE 422 
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values virtually converge at a constant value isare presented in Table 2. In detail, the SSE value optimized 423 

by the DQN-PSO starts to be less than the basic and enhanced PSO when the number of generations exceeds 424 

10, because the DQN-PSO optimizer always guides particles selecting a correct action. Meanwhile the 425 

whole optimization process virtually completes at around the 1000th generation with SSE value of 5.288, 426 

thereafter the objective of search operation is merely for achieving the prescribed goal value of SSE and 427 

the computational cost is expensive. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the computational cost for decreasing 428 

SSE value from 5.288 to the prescribed goal value is appropriately seven times the figure for decreasing 429 

SSE value from the initial value to 5.288. It is noteworthy that the enhanced PSO also outperform the basic 430 

PSO with lower value of SSE from the 326th generation. Enhanced PSO indeed further optimizes the search 431 

trajectory of particles to a certain extent, but the key challenges including which action should be chose and 432 

when should take this action are still dodged. It means that the enhanced PSO cannot avoid being trapped 433 

in the local optima, thereby the decrease in the convergence SSE value is not discernable, compared with 434 

the basic PSO. The basic PSO conducts the exploration action throughout the whole optimization process, 435 

thereby it is easy to be trapped in the local optima. The premature convergence problem is obvious, because 436 

the SSE value roughly maintains constant when the number of generations reaches 500.  437 

Fig. 10 presents the evolution of ground responses for the test set predicted by the ELM-based 438 

prediction model optimized by three optimizers as well as the MAE values computed using Eq. [2426]. It 439 

can be seen that the hybrid deep RL model outperforms ELM-based prediction models optimized by PSO 440 

and enhanced PSO. Enhanced PSO slightly refines the predicted settlement evolution with a slight decrease 441 

in the MAE value (from 2.64 to 2.51). The improvement in the prediction performance of the hybrid deep 442 

RL model is remarkable, in which the MAE value decreases to 1.97. The great agreement between the 443 
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predicted and measured evolution of settlement and the improvement in recognizing maximum settlement 444 

is observed. Meanwhile all datasets are closer to the line with the slope of 1. Hence the tunneling-induced 445 

ground responses prediction model can be established using the hybrid deep RL algorithm. 446 
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   (26) 447 

where r = measured settlement; p = the predicted settlement; n = a total number of datasets. 448 

5.2 Sensitivity analysis 449 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ELM based settlement prediction model optimized by DQN-450 

PSO. Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is conducted to reveal how model output uncertainty can be 451 

apportioned to the uncertainty in each input variable [55]. Variance-based GSA method has been 452 

extensively used in main domains [56-58], thereby it is used in this study. In this method, the total order 453 

index STi in the variance-based GSA method measures the effect of an input parameter and its coupled effect 454 

with other input parameters on the model output. The calculation of STi proposed by Jansen [59] is adopted 455 

in this study, and the detailed formulations are not presented for brevity, which can refer to Zhang [60]. The 456 

results of GSA are shown in Fig. 11, compared with the correlation coefficients which are calculated by 457 

absolute Pearson coefficients (see Eq. [27]). It can be observed that the parameters that have strong 458 

correlations with settlement (Sp, St, C) still have higher impact on the ELM based model. Th with the 459 

highest Pearson value among five operational parameters is also the most important operational parameter 460 

in the ELM based model. Pr with the lowest Pearson value is also the most insignificant parameter in the 461 

ELM based model. The rank of other parameters merely has a slight variation. Such factors indicate the 462 

ELM based model optimized by DQN-PSO obviously learns captures the potential correlations between 463 
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the input and output parameters, and t. The generalization ability and the practicability of such model can 464 

thus be guaranteed. 465 
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 467 

6. Conclusions 468 

The contribution of this study is that a hybrid deep reinforcement learning (RL) model which integrates 469 

extreme learning machine (ELM) and deep RL algorithm deep-Q network (DQN) is proposed for predicting 470 

tunneling-induced ground responses in real time, in which the relationships among influential factors and 471 

ground response were explored through self-practicing, rather than developed based on a beforehand fixed 472 

formation. Another contribution is that the proposed optimizer DQN-PSO knows which action should be 473 

conducted and when should take this action, thereby ensures the global optima can to be obtained. Unlike 474 

previous metaheuristic optimization algorithms that guide the movement of particles in a rough manner, the 475 

reward rule of the DQN-based optimizer focuses on evaluating the reward of agent’s action, hence particles 476 

like an intelligent human always select the optimum action at each step. To authors’ best knowledge, this is 477 

the first work on using hybrid RL algorithm DQN and ML algorithm ELM to investigate tunneling-induced 478 

ground responses. The following conclusions can be drawn, based on the results of this work: 479 

(1) Because DQN-PSO optimizer is able to guide particles to implement optimum action at each step, the 480 

global optima can be acquired when the value of objective function converges at a fixed value. In other 481 

words, the DQN-PSO optimizer can search the global best weights and biases of ELM with higher 482 

accuracy and lower computational cost, compared with basic or enhanced metaheuristic optimization 483 
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algorithms. 484 

(2) The hybrid deep RL model with the integration of ELM and DQN-PSO optimizer can accurately predict 485 

tunneling-induced ground response in real time, overcoming the deficiency of empirical, analytical and 486 

numerical models established by domain experts. The ultimate ELM based model can be expressed 487 

with an explicit formulation, which is user-friendly in engineering practice. Meanwhile, the 488 

performance of prediction model can be improved with the increase in the datasets collected from the 489 

field construction. 490 

(3) The hybrid deep RL model is genetic, which means that it can be used to various situations with different 491 

states, actions, rules, rewards and objective function defined by domain experts without any debugging. 492 

Meanwhile the basic meta-heuristic and machine learning algorithms used in the hybrid deep RL model 493 

can be randomly replaced based on different situations. Such model offers a pragmatic and reliable 494 

framework to develop a data-driven or physical model. 495 

 496 

Appendix 497 

The database used in this study can be download at following link: 498 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336208927_Database_for_maximum_settlement_collected_from_Changs499 

ha_Metro_Line_4_Liugoulong_to_Fubuhe_station 500 
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Table 

Table 1 Values of parameters in three algorithms 

Algorithm Parameter Value 

ELM Number of hidden neurons 20 

PSO

(exploration | exploitation) 0.9 | 0.4 

c1 (exploration | exploitation) 2.5 | 0.4 

c2 (exploration | exploitation) 0.4 | 2.5 

[Vmin, Vmax] [-3, 3] 

[Xmin, Xmax] [-10, 10] 

Population size 20 

Maximum generation 3000 

Enhanced 

PSO 

c1 (initial | final) 2.5 | 0.5 

c2 (initial | final) 0.5 | 2.5 

NJ 2000 

fJ 0.01 

DQN 

Number of hidden neurons 15 

RL learn (criteria| step) 200| 5 

Target DNN update interval 300 

Batch size 32 

Episode 100 

goal_SSE 5 

Reward decay coefficient γ 0.9 

ε-greedy 0.1 

Learning rate α 0.01 



 

 

Table 2 Comparison among three optimizers 

Optimizer Generation SSE 

Basic PSO 1497 6.860 

Enhanced PSO 1280 6.540 

DQN-PSO 1045 5.288 



 

 

Figure caption 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of reinforcement learning: (a) Q-learning; (b) deep Q-network 

Fig. 2 Architecture of ELM-based ground response prediction model 

Fig. 3 Search methods of particles: (a) exploration; (b) exploitation 

Fig. 4 Absorbing wall boundary condition 

Fig. 5 Framework of proposed DQN-based PSO optimizer 

Fig. 6 Evolution of SSE value in a typical episode 

Fig.7 Actions at four phases 

Fig. 8 Predicted settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL model generated at three steps 

Fig. 9 Comparison of DQN-PSO optimizer with basic and enhanced PSO optimizers 

Fig. 10 Predicted settlement for the test set using ELM-based prediction models optimized by three 

optimizers 

Fig. 11 Comparison between sensitivity indices and correlation coefficients of input parameters 
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Fig. 2 Architecture of ELM-based ground response prediction model 
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Fig. 3 Search methods of particles: (a) exploration; (b) exploitation 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 4 Absorbing wall boundary condition 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 5 Framework of proposed DQN-based PSO optimizer 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 6 Evolution of SSE value in a typical episode 
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Fig.7 Actions at four phases 
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Fig. 8 Predicted settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL model generated at three steps 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of DQN-PSO optimizer with basic and enhanced PSO optimizers 
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Fig. 10 Predicted settlement for the test set using ELM-based prediction models optimized by three 

optimizers 
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Fig. 11 Comparison between sensitivity indices and correlation coefficients of input parameters 
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can be expressed with an explicit formulation and used to predict tunneling-induced ground response in 27 

real time, facilitating its application in engineering practice.  28 

Keywords: Tunnel; Ground response; Reinforcement learning; Extreme learning machine; Optimization 29 

 30 

1. Introduction 31 

Ground responses to shield machine tunneling is a sophisticated problem that is affected by tunnel geometry, 32 

shield machine operational parameters, geological conditions and anomalous conditions [1]. The 33 

development of a rigorous analytical solution for descripting tunneling-induced ground response is 34 

complicated, because tunneling process involves multi-disciplinary knowledge such as solid mechanics, 35 

fluid mechanics, thermodynamics and tribology. The initial analytical models were developed upon the 36 

homogenous elastic half-space theory [2, 3], in which soils are treated as an isotropic elastic material with 37 

a single layer. To consider the tunneling-induced plastic deformation, classical plasticity solutions for soil 38 

stresses and displacements [4] were obtained by assuming a cavity contraction in a linearly-elastic, plastic 39 

material with Mohr-Coulomb yielding and nonassociative flow, but this method is merely appropriate in 40 

the case that plastic zone does not extend to the ground surface [5]. Few analytical models can consider the 41 

effect of fluid-solid coupling on the ground responses, although tunneling process can cause remarkable 42 

change in flow regime and cause large ground subsidence. Kinematical effects of tunneling on the ground 43 

response have also be frequently reported [6, 7], but these phenomenological observations merely stated 44 

the effect of ground responses to these kinematical parameters. It means that an explicit model involving 45 

these parameters cannot be developed. 46 

Existing analytical solutions merely account for limited influential factors and simulate ground 47 

responses in a simplistic manner [8]. Engineers prefer to apply empirical formulations, which were derived 48 
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from numerous in-situ observations, to predict ground response due to their simplicity [9]. However, such 49 

phenomenological methods tend to be applicable to a specific engineering, because the influential factors 50 

such as soil types, construction methods and tunnel configuration are different for different tunneling 51 

projects. Numerical modelling methods such as finite element and discrete element have been extensively 52 

employed to investigate ground response to tunneling as the improvement in the software and hardware 53 

[10-12]. Such elaborate numerical models are able to simulate soil-shield machine interaction by 54 

considering numerous extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as the geological heterogeneity [12] and the shield 55 

machine operation [13]. Nevertheless, parameters of soil constitutive models need to be calibrated by 56 

numerous experimental tests and back analysis of parameters also requires considerable skills [14]. A 57 

problem that all engineers have to confront is how to timely predict ground responses to tunneling and 58 

mitigates potential risks. Considering the influential factors such as operational parameters and geological 59 

conditions vary frequently with the advance of shield machine, empirical, analytical and numerical methods 60 

obviously exist their own deficiency in capturing the ground responses to tunneling in real time.  61 

To predict ground responses alone the whole tunnel alignment, machine learning (ML)-based 62 

surrogate models have recently been proposed to complement the deficiency of conventional methods. Such 63 

models have strong capability of identifying the nonlinear relationship between ground responses and 64 

various influential factors [15-17]. Prediction models are established offline by directly learning from the 65 

in-situ data and used to online prediction of ground response in real time with high accuracy. The current 66 

ML-based tunneling-induced ground response prediction models were developed upon quite limited 67 

datasets (within 1000 datasets), thereby the model architecture is not sophisticated (within 20 input 68 

variables). Researchers thus utilized metaheuristic optimization algorithms such as particle swarm 69 

optimization (PSO) to search the hyper-parameters and general parameters of these ML-based models [18]. 70 
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PSO has been successfully used in many domains [19], but the original PSO primarily exists two issues: 71 

premature convergence and high computational cost. The premature convergence means that PSO tends to 72 

be trapped in the local optima at the beginning of the search process. Meanwhile the computational cost 73 

can increase dramatically with the increasing population size, although the diversity of swarm is beneficial 74 

to obtain global optima. To mitigate these issues, numerous researchers have preoccupied with enhancing 75 

PSO algorithm, such as modified PSO with adaptive parameters [20, 21], hybrid PSO [22, 23]. Nevertheless, 76 

which action should be chosen for particles effectively moving towards the best position and when should 77 

take this action are still a key challenge.  78 

In this study, a more general-purpose PSO optimizer enhanced by reinforcement learning (RL) deep 79 

Q-network (DQN) is proposed. In the past several years, RL has driven impressive advances in artificial 80 

intelligence and rapidly extended their application scopes [24-27]. In particular, the models trained by DQN 81 

outperform human experts in Atari, Go and no-limit poker [28-30]. The most fundamental improvement is 82 

that deep RL algorithm does not rely on hand-crafted policy evaluation functions, compared with previous 83 

ML algorithms. The agent of deep RL interacts with environment and learn past experience like a human 84 

via self-playing, thereby continuously improve their performance. This success motivates us to propose a 85 

DQN-based PSO optimizer (DQN-PSO), in which agent guides particles to choose the optimum action at 86 

each generation and move towards the best position with the lowest computational cost. To the best 87 

knowledge of the authors, this is first work to combine RL algorithm DQN based optimizer to develop a 88 

global best ML based model for investigating ground responses to tunneling.  89 

Hence, this study aims to develop an ELM-based ground response prediction model due to its fast 90 

calculation speed. The proposed DQN-PSO optimizer is used to optimize ELM for identifying the global 91 

best weights and biases. A case study is implemented for validating the prediction performance of the 92 
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proposed hybrid model. The framework of hybrid ELM and DQN-PSO optimizer proposed in this study 93 

can be replaced by various ML and metaheuristic algorithms to explore various issues.  94 

 95 

2. Literature review and methodology 96 

2.1 Literature review 97 

Machine learning (ML) is a subsection of artificial intelligence that imparts the system to automatically 98 

learn from the data without being explicitly programmed. ML algorithms have made a significant 99 

breakthrough with appreciable performance in many domains. They have been considered to be the best 100 

choice for discovering the intricate relationships among high-dimensional data [31]. Ground responses to 101 

tunneling is complicated with the coupled effects of intrinsic and extrinsic factors such as geological, 102 

geotechnical, geometric, shield operational and anomalous parameters, which brings huge difficulties to 103 

accurately predict tunneling-induced settlement. Moreover, tunneling is a dynamic process and its 104 

influential factors always change with the advance of shield machine, thereby the real time prediction of 105 

settlement is vitally important in engineering practice. Conventional empirical, analytical, numerical and 106 

physical modelling methods have their limitations and cannot predict soil-shield machine interaction in real 107 

time. ML algorithms provide a novel method to overcome this issue. 108 

Since the first application of ANN to predict tunneling-induced settlement conducted by Shi et al. [32], 109 

various ML algorithms have been extensively used to predict soil-shield machine interaction in the last two 110 

decades. The most widely used ML algorithm is the ANN with the error backpropagation [33-39]. 111 

Meanwhile its variants such as general regression neural network [40], wavelet neural network [14] and 112 

radial basis function neural network [40] have gained popularity in predicting soil-shield machine 113 

interaction. In the last decade, the development of ML has experienced a course of blossom. Consequently, 114 
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researchers have implemented various ML algorithms to predict tunneling-induced ground settlement such 115 

as extreme learning machine [41], adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system [42, 43], relevance vector 116 

machine [44], least-squares support-vector machine [45], random forest [46-48] and genetic expression 117 

programming [42]. 118 

The key of developing a ML-based settlement prediction model is to determine the values of hyper-119 

parameters. In addition, the weights and biases also need to be determined for ANN and its variants. The 120 

commonly used methods for determining hyper-parameters involve trial and error, grid search and meta-121 

heuristic algorithms [34, 39, 40]. The weights and biases of ANN-based models are generally determined 122 

using deterministic and stochastic optimization algorithms [18, 35]. Trial and error and grid search methods 123 

can only search the parameters in a limited space. Deterministic optimization algorithm such as gradient 124 

descend may be trapped into local optima. Stochastic algorithms suffer from premature convergence and 125 

high computational cost. The global best parameters are thus hard to be obtained by using such method. To 126 

this end, this study proposes a RL algorithm DQN based optimizer to search the global optimum parameters 127 

of ML algorithms with higher accuracy and lower computational cost. 128 

2.2 Reinforcement learning 129 

2.2.1 Framework of reinforcement learning 130 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is originated from a discrete-time and finite Markov decision process (MDP). 131 

RL consists of a learning agent, an environment, states, actions, and rewards. The agent interacts with an 132 

environment at some discrete time scale, t = 0, 1, …. On each time step t, the agent perceives or observes 133 

the state of the environment, St (St ∈ S), thereafter chooses a primitive action based on this perception or 134 

observation, At (At ∈ ASt). In response to each action, a, the environment thereafter produces a numerical 135 

reward, Rt+1, and changes to a next state, St+1 (St+1 ∈ S). The whole dynamic transition process can be 136 
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mathematically expressed by: 137 

  1Pr ,a

ss t t tS s S s A a 
     (1) 138 

  1 ,a

s t t tR E R R s R a    (2) 139 

where a

ss
 = state transition probability matrix; a

sR  = immediate reward.  140 

Note that the action at a state is selected based on a policy, π.  141 

    t ta s P A a S s     (3) 142 

Therefore, the objective of the learning agent is to learn a policy which maximizes the expected 143 

discounted future reward at each state after maps from states to probabilities of taking each available 144 

primitive action, as shown by: 145 
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 (4) 146 

where γ ∈ (0, 1) = a discount factor, it denotes the reward from next states gradually decreases; vπ = state-147 

value function under policy, π; vπ(𝑠) = value of the state, s, under policy, π.  148 

The state-value function is the expected return starting from state, s, and then following policy, π. 149 

There is another value function that is the expected return starting from state, s, taking action a, and then 150 

following policy, π, which is termed as action-value function, as shown following: 151 
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 (5) 152 

The objective of value-based RL algorithms such as Q-learning and Sarsa is to determine the optimum 153 

state-value V*(s) or action-value functions Q*(s, a), as shown in Eq. [6]–[7]. This study also utilizes value-154 
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based RL algorithm to establish model. 155 
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    (7) 157 

2.2.2 Deep Q network 158 

In this study, a deep RL algorithm termed as DQN proposed by Mnih et al. [29] is used. Conventional RL 159 

algorithms generally utilize a Q table to store states and actions. The values in the Q table update 160 

continuously complying with Eq. [8] during the learning process [49] (see Fig. 1(a)), thereby they have 161 

thus been limited to certain conditions with finite and discrete states and actions.  162 

        , , + + max , ,a

s
a

Q s a Q s a R Q s a Q s a 


   
 

 (8) 163 

where α = learning rate. 164 

A DQN-based agent can interact with an environment with continuous states, because a DNN can 165 

parameterize an approximate action-value function Q(s, a; θi) (see Fig. 1(b)). Nevertheless, the sequence 166 

of observations lead to a strong correlation among these observations, thereby the neural network-based 167 

action-value function may be unstable and even diverge [50], thereby an experience replay method is 168 

proposed [29]. In this method, agent’s experience et = (St, At, Rt, St+1) at the time step t is stored in a replay 169 

memory pool D. DNN can be trained based on mini-batches (s, a, r, s') ~ U(D) that are randomly drawn 170 

from the memory pool, which is beneficial to eliminate strong correlations among observations and ensures 171 

that the learning system is stable. The corresponding loss function of DNN is: 172 

          , , ,
+ max , ; , ;a

i i s i is a r s U D
a

L R Q s a Q s a   

  

   
 

 (9) 173 

where θi = parameters of Q-DNN at the ith iteration; 
i
  = parameters of target DNN at the ith iteration. 174 

Note that only the parameters of Q-DNN are updated in real time. Target DNN is a forward network and 175 
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has a same architecture with Q-DNN. The update of parameters 
i
  is achieved by directly extracting 176 

parameters from Q-DNN at a fixed interval. In this way, training can avoid falling into feedback loops and 177 

proceed in a more stable manner. 178 

2.3 Particle swarm optimization 179 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm [51], which is developed 180 

based on simulating search behavior and social interaction of animals such as fish school and bird flock. 181 

PSO consists of several populations of particles and each particle is represented by its position vector X
k 

i , 182 

velocity vector V
k 

i  and fitness value. The velocity and position of each particle are updated using the 183 

following equations: 184 

    1

1 1 2 2

k k k k k k

i i i i ic r c r gBest          V V pBest X X  (10) 185 

 1 1k k k

i i i

  X X V  (11) 186 

where k = current generation, i = ith particle;  = inertia weight; c1, c2= cognitive and social acceleration 187 

coefficients; r1, r2 = random numbers within the range [0, 1] complying with uniform distribution; pBesti = 188 

local best location of the ith particle; gBest = global best location of all particles. The predominant objective 189 

of the PSO algorithm is to find the optimum fitness value and the corresponding location. 190 

2.4 Extreme learning machine 191 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a modification of the single-hidden layer feedforward neural network, 192 

that is, only one hidden layer in this algorithm. The weights of input layer and the biases of hidden layer 193 

are assigned randomly. The optimum ELM is obtained by calculating the weights of the hidden layer and 194 

the biases of the output layer, thereby the calculation speed is much faster. In general, ELM can be 195 

represented as: 196 
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  f H Xw b  (12) 197 

 0Hβ y =  (13) 198 

where w = weight matrix of the input layer; b = bias vector of the hidden layer; H = hidden layer output 199 

matrix; β = weight vector connecting the hidden nodes and the output nodes; y = outputs; f = activation 200 

function. The optimum ELM algorithm can be achieved by minimizing the value of Hβ y . Detailed 201 

description of ELM algorithm can refer to Huang et al. [52]. 202 

 203 

3. Introduction of proposed model 204 

3.1 Proposed ELM-based ground response prediction model 205 

3.1.1 Feature selection 206 

Recent work by Zhang et al. [48] demonstrated that the influential factors of tunneling-induced settlement 207 

can be mainly classified into four categories: tunnel geometry, geological condition, shield operational 208 

parameters and anomalous conditions. In detail, twelve parameters are vitally important to soil-tunnel 209 

interaction including one tunnel geometry factor (cover depth of tunnel C, it should be noted that cover 210 

depth of tunnel is the only geometric factor used in this study considering the tunnel specification along the 211 

whole section is consistent), five shield operational parameters (thrust Th, torque To, grout filling Gf, 212 

penetration rate Pr, chamber pressure Cp), five geological parameters (modified blow counts of standard 213 

penetration test of soil layers MSPT, modified blow counts of dynamic penetration test of soil layers MDPT, 214 

modified uniaxial compressive strength of weathered rocks MUCS, groundwater table W and soil type at 215 

the cutterhead face St) and one anomalous condition (shield stoppage Sp). This study still adopts these 216 

twelve parameters for developing ELM-based ground response prediction model. Herein, five shield 217 

operational parameters and Sp can be collected in real time during tunneling process. The remaining 218 
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geological and geometric parameters can be obtained during site investigation and route design process, 219 

which are conducted before the construction of tunnel. Therefore, tunnel-induced settlement can be 220 

predicted in real time. 221 

 222 

3.1.2 Model architecture 223 

The framework of the ELM-based ground response prediction model is presented in Fig. 2. Input layers 224 

have 12 neurons corresponding 12 input variables as mentioned above and ground maximum settlement S 225 

is the only output variable. ELM based model with different number of hidden neurons was pre-trained for 226 

selecting an appropriate framework. Considering the focus to this study is to highlight the superiority of 227 

proposed optimizer in the next section, the detailed processing for determine the optimum number of hidden 228 

neurons are not presented for brevity. The results indicate the performance of model is not sensitive to the 229 

hyper-parameters (the number of hidden neurons) when the number of hidden neurons exceed 15. 230 

Considering the computational cost and the model performance, 20 hidden neurons are ultimately adopted 231 

in this study. The training of ELM-based model can be obtained by: 232 

  Ef H Xw b ; †
Hβ= y  (14) 233 

where X = input matrix (n×12, n is the number of datasets); H = output of hidden layer (n×20); y = output 234 

vector (n×1); w = weights matrix (12×20); b = bias vector (1×20); †
H  is obtained by Moore–Penrose 235 

generalized inverse of matrix H [53] (20×n), because H is a nonsquare matrix; β = ultimate training result 236 

(20×1); fE is an activation function used in the hidden layer of ELM, and sigmoid activation function is 237 

adopted in this study, which can be expressed by: 238 

  
1

1
E x

f x
e




 (15) 239 
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3.2 Proposed deep reinforcement learning-based optimizer 240 

3.2.1 States and actions 241 

The novel optimizer is developed based on the integration of deep reinforcement learning algorithm DQN 242 

and meta-heuristic optimization algorithm PSO (DQN-PSO). The search space of population represents the 243 

environment of DQN, and positions of all particles represent the state of DQN. Three actions, i.e., 244 

exploration, exploitation and jump are considered in this study, as shown following: 245 

(i) Exploration: in PSO, , c1 and c2 control the movement direction and scale of particles. At the early 246 

state of generation, particles tend to make a large movement to explore the search space and move far away 247 

from the current gBest. Therefore,  and c1 values are large, and c2 value is small, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 248 

This operation is termed as exploration, and the update of each particle position and velocity complies with 249 

Eqs. [10]–[11]. 250 

(ii) Exploitation: at the later stage of generation, particles tend to make a small movement to slowly 251 

converge at gBest and avoid heavy vibration. Therefore,  and c1 values are small, and c2 value is large, as 252 

shown in Fig. 3(b). This operation is termed as exploitation, and the update of each particle position and 253 

velocity complies with Eqs. [10]–[11]. 254 

(iii) Jump: the former two actions achieve the adaptive adjustment of parameters in PSO, but the algorithm 255 

is still likely to be trapped in the local optima and cannot jump out this status. Therefore, a jump action is 256 

assigned to the action space, which can be obtained by: 257 

  1

max min

k k

i i r X X    X pBest  (16) 258 

where r = random number within the range [–1, 1] complying with uniform distribution; Xmax and Xmin = 259 

upper and lower bound of particles location. This new location update method allows particles to jump out 260 

the local optima. 261 
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In this study, ε-greedy strategy is employed to select an action. The action that can generate maximum 262 

reward according to the results of Q-DNN is selected with probability(1–ε), but the action is randomly 263 

selected from all available actions for exploring unknown conditions with probability ε. 264 

3.2.2 Boundary conditions 265 

There are four boundary conditions in PSO, i.e., reflecting wall, damping wall, invisible wall, and absorbing 266 

wall. Absorbing wall is used to limit the position and velocity of particles in this study. As shown in Fig. 4, 267 

there are upper and lower bound for the position and velocity vectors. When they exceed this boundary 268 

condition, the position and velocity of each particle are reset as the values of upper or lower bounds, 269 

respectively (see Eqs. [17]–[18]). Otherwise, the update of position and velocity vector complies with Eqs. 270 

[10]–[11] and [16]. 271 
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3.2.3 Basic framework 274 

Fig. 5 presents the basic framework of the proposed optimizer DQN-PSO. This optimizer starts from 275 

creating several populations, which is also the current state of RL. The rewards of each action under this 276 

state will be estimated by the Q-DNN, thereafter the action which can create maximum reward under this 277 

state will be selected. The velocity and position will be updated based on the selected action, thereby the 278 

new state will be generated. After the pBest and gBest are updated, the search process completes if the 279 

gBest satisfies the termination condition. Otherwise, the whole process will repeat. 280 

3.3 Enhanced PSO optimizer 281 

To validate the superiority of the proposed RL-based optimizer DQN-PSO, an enhanced optimizer is also 282 
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developed for comparison. This enhanced PSO has two characteristics: 283 

(i) Adaptive accelerator parameters: as mentioned above, particles start from exploring in the search space 284 

and thereafter transfer to exploitation operation with the increase of generations. Therefore, a search 285 

strategy that c1 decreases linearly and c2 increases linearly with the increase of generations has been 286 

developed [54]. This strategy can improve the global search capability of PSO at the early stage and local 287 

optimization capability at the later stage, as shown following: 288 

  1 1_ 1_ 1_

k

initial final initial

k
c c c c

t
    (19) 289 

  2 2_ 2_ 2 _

k

initial final initial

k
c c c c

t
    (20) 290 

where k = current generation; t = a total of generation; 
1

kc , 
2

kc = values of c1 and c2 at the kth generation, 291 

respectively; c1_initial, c2_initial = initial values of c1 and c2, respectively; c1_final, c2_final = final values of c1 and 292 

c2, respectively. The update of each particle position and velocity complies with Eqs. [10]–[11]. 293 

(ii) Jump: unlike the DQN-PSO optimizer, enhanced PSO optimizer cannot intelligently select the action 294 

of particles based on the reward of each action. Therefore, when the number of generations exceeds a critical 295 

value (Eq. [21]) and the difference of the objective function outputs generated at the adjacent time steps is 296 

less than a threshold value (Eq. [22]), a jump operation is activated. Thereafter the update of each particle 297 

position in the jump operation complies with Eq. [16]. 298 

 Jk N  (21) 299 

 1k k

obj obj Jf f f    (22) 300 

where k = current generation; 1k

objf  , k

objf  = output of objective function at the kth and (k+1)th generations, 301 

respectively; NJ, fJ = thresholds for the number of generations and the difference of adjacent outputs of the 302 

objective function, respectively. 303 
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3.4 Proposed hybrid deep RL model 304 

3.4.1 Reward rule and actions selection 305 

Note that the reward rule is not demonstrated in the former section, which needs to be determined by the 306 

hybrid model. As mentioned in the description of ELM, the training process of ELM is merely completed 307 

by computing the solution of a linear system. After the hyper-parameters (the number of hidden neurons) 308 

of ELM are determined, the model performance depends heavily on the weights and biases. To improve the 309 

performance of ELM-based ground response prediction model, the weights and biases of ELM are 310 

optimized by the DQN-based optimizer. In this hybrid algorithm, the state of the DQN-based optimizer 311 

represents the weights and biases of ELM, as shown in followings: 312 

  1 2 1, , , , , ,i i n n m 
X X X X X X  (23) 313 

  1 2 1 1
, , , , , ,i i i m m

x x x x x 
X  (24) 314 

where X = an aggregate of all populations; Xi = a single population. i. e, an aggregate of weights and biases 315 

of ELM; n = the size of population; m = the number of particles in each population, i.e. the number of 316 

weights and biases in ELM (20×12+20=260, as mentioned in section 3.1.2); xi = a single particle of a 317 

population. Therefore, the number of particles in each state is 260n. 318 

The objective function of the DQN-PSO optimizer is determined by the sum of squared errors (SSE), 319 

which is used to evaluate the reward value. 320 
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       (25) 321 

where yi = actual settlement;  i E i i if x b    = predicted settlement using the ELM-based model, in 322 

which parameters βi, ωi and bi derive from β, w and b (see section 3.1.2), respectively; xi = one set of input 323 

variables. The updates of pBest and gBest are related to the SSE value, in which all particles move towards 324 
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the positions with low values of SSE. The reward rule is that the final reward r is 1 if the SSE yielded by 325 

gBest is less than the prescribed goal value, otherwise, the current model acquires reward of 0. Note that 326 

the exact rewards are only known at the end of each episode. 327 

3.4.2 Model framework 328 

The pseudocode of the proposed hybrid ELM-based prediction model and DQN-PSO optimizer is presented 329 

in Algorithm 1. It can be observed that the hybrid algorithm involves prescribed number of episodes. In 330 

each episode, states are updated continuously until the SSE value yielded by the gBest can satisfies the 331 

termination condition.  332 

Algorithm 1: Hybrid DQN and ELM algorithm 

1. step = 0 

2. for episode in range (number of prescribed episodes) 

3.    Randomly initialize state s 

4.    while True: 

5.        Estimate rewards of each action and choose an action a 

7.        Modify the current state s to s_ by taking a and the corresponding reward 

8.        Store [s, a, reward, s_] in the replay memory pool 

9.        if step satisfies the update condition 

10.           Update target DNN 

11.       if gBest generated by state s_ satisfies the termination conditions: 

12.           Evaluate the reward of this episode 

13.           break 
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14.       step = step + 1 

15. Exit  

 333 

4. Application of proposed model 334 

4.1 Overview of case study 335 

In order to investigate the feasibility and reliability of the proposed hybrid DQN-PSO optimizer and ELM-336 

based tunneling-induced ground responses prediction model, an in-situ experiment conducted by Zhang et 337 

al. [48] on a practical tunneling project from Changsha city, China is used in this study. This experimental 338 

zone consisted of five tunnel sections with six metro stations. A total of 5.44 km was constructed using 339 

earth pressure balanced (EPB) shield machine (construction starting in 2016 and completing in 2019). The 340 

tunnel was primarily excavated in the weathered rocks, which means that the consolidation settlement 341 

completed rapidly after the tunnel was constructed. Therefore, this case study focused on the tunneling-342 

induced ultimately steady ground settlement. Each monitoring cross-section of settlement was positioned 343 

at a fixed interval of around 10 m.  344 

With regard to the collection of datasets, the geological conditions and geometric factor at each ring 345 

were obtained by the site investigation before tunneling process. The five operational parameters were 346 

recorded per minute by the shield machine data acquisition system, and the average operational parameters 347 

at each ring were preprocessed. The ground settlement monitoring points were installed at an interval of 10 348 

m and was measured twice a day. The settlement of monitoring points and the 12 input variables at the 349 

corresponding positions were stored in the database for training ELM-based ground response prediction 350 

model, thereby synchronousness between the settlement data and the input variables can be guaranteed. 351 

The database used in this study can be downloaded in the Appendix section. 352 
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4.2 Results 353 

Table 1 presents the values of parameters used in all algorithms in this study. The experimental results 354 

indicate the model performance is not particularly sensitive to the architecture of target DNN and Q-DNN. 355 

The number of hidden layers in the target DNN and Q-DNN is 1, and the corresponding number of neurons 356 

is 15. Q-DNN starts to training when the agent’s experiences in the replay memory pool D reaches 200 and 357 

it is trained with an interval of 5 time steps. The size of mini-batch used for training Q-DNN is 32, and the 358 

parameters of the target DNN are updated with an interval of 300 time steps. A total of 100 game episodes 359 

are carried out by the intelligent agent. The computational results indicate the ELM-based prediction model 360 

showcases great performance with the SSE value of 5, thereafter the decrease in the goal value will lead to 361 

a dramatic increase in the computational cost and may fail to reach the goal value. Therefore, the goal value 362 

of SSE is ultimately defined as 5 in this study. 363 

Fig. 6 presents the evolution of SSE value generated by the hybrid deep RL prediction model in a 364 

typical episode. It can be observed that this episode consumes 8802 steps to reach the goal SSE value. The 365 

whole evolution of SSE can be categorized into four phases according to the characteristics of SSE variation. 366 

At the phase I from a to b, SSE value experiences a remarkable decrease from 8.395 at the 1st step to 5.288 367 

at the 1045th step. Thereafter, the change in the SSE value is not discernable, but three steady phases can 368 

be obviously observed. The first steady phase (phase II: b – c) continues a total of 3373 steps, followed by 369 

phase III (c – d) with 2919 steps and phase IV (d – e) with 665 steps.  370 

The advantage of the RL algorithm DQN is that it can reveal the intelligent operation mechanism of 371 

the agent, while other ML-based models merely run as a black box. To investigate the operation mechanism 372 

of the DQN-PSO optimizer, the actions at four phases are presented, as shown in Fig. 7. At the phase I, it 373 

can be observed that the agent focuses on the exploration at the initial stage, implying this action can receive 374 
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the largest reward based on the Q-DNN results. The performance of the hybrid deep RL prediction model 375 

at the initial stage is not steady, thereby the optimization of weighs and biases can easily improve the 376 

prediction accuracy, which complies with the obvious decrease in the SSE value (see Fig. 6). At the earth 377 

stage of phase II, the agent still starts from exploration, but this action cannot reduce the SSE value, thereby 378 

the agent transfers to conduct the exploitation action, and sometimes conduct the jump action for jumping 379 

out local optima. Consequently, the exploitation and jump actions alternately appear and dominate this 380 

phase. At the phase III, the agent focuses on the exploitation, because the action trials at the phase II cannot 381 

cause large decrease in the SSE value (see Fig. 6). It indicates the performance of the hybrid deep RL 382 

prediction model is roughly steady, and SSE will converge at a fixed value. Similar condition can also be 383 

observed at the phase IV, where exploitation still dominate this phase. SSE value varies within an acceptable 384 

range and end up with the prescribed goal value, thereby it is reasonable to deduce the optimum hybrid 385 

deep RL prediction model for predicting tunneling-induced ground response is obtained. The consistency 386 

of agent’s action and the corresponding model performance at each phase ensures the reasonability of the 387 

hybrid deep RL prediction model. The agent like a human intelligently guides particles to choose the 388 

optimum action at each generation and move towards the best position. 389 

To clearly reveal the evolution of the prediction performance of model, the predicted maximum 390 

settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL prediction model generated at three typical steps a, b 391 

and e are presented, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the predicted settlement using the model 392 

generated at the step a severely deviates from the measured settlement. It cannot accurately capture the 393 

evolution of tunneling-induced settlement and loses fidelity at some monitoring points, e.g. the largest 394 

settlement of 48 mm is not detected. The performance of model generated at the step b improves 395 

dramatically. The predicted evolution of settlement shows great agreement with the measured settlement. 396 
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Meanwhile all of large settlement that exceeds 10 mm can be detected by this model, which is of great 397 

significance for avoiding risks in engineering practice. The performance of model generated at the step e is 398 

further refined with the lower SSE value, compared with the model generated at the step b. In detail, the 399 

difference of predicted and measured settlements at some monitoring points further reduces and shows 400 

better consistency with the measured evolution of ground maximum settlement. 401 

 402 

5. Discussion 403 

5.1 Compared with basic and enhanced PSO 404 

To validate the superiority of the proposed RL-based optimizer DQN-PSO, a comparison among three 405 

optimizers, that is, basic PSO, enhanced PSO and DQN-PSO, is conducted. Fig. 9 presents the results of 406 

ELM-based ground responses prediction model optimized by three optimizers. The evolution of SSE value 407 

within 3000 generations is presented because three optimizers roughly converged at a fixed value. It can be 408 

observed that DQN-PSO obviously outperforms the basic and enhanced PSO with the lowest value of SSE 409 

and fastest convergence. The corresponding maximum generation of three types of optimizers when SSE 410 

values virtually converge at a constant value is presented in Table 2. In detail, the SSE value optimized by 411 

the DQN-PSO starts to be less than the basic and enhanced PSO when the number of generations exceeds 412 

10, because the DQN-PSO optimizer always guides particles selecting a correct action. Meanwhile the 413 

whole optimization process virtually completes at around the 1000th generation with SSE value of 5.288, 414 

thereafter the objective of search operation is merely for achieving the prescribed goal value of SSE and 415 

the computational cost is expensive. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the computational cost for decreasing 416 

SSE value from 5.288 to the prescribed goal value is appropriately seven times the figure for decreasing 417 

SSE value from the initial value to 5.288. It is noteworthy that the enhanced PSO also outperform the basic 418 
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PSO with lower value of SSE from the 326th generation. Enhanced PSO indeed further optimizes the search 419 

trajectory of particles to a certain extent, but the key challenges including which action should be chose and 420 

when should take this action are still dodged. It means that the enhanced PSO cannot avoid being trapped 421 

in the local optima, thereby the decrease in the convergence SSE value is not discernable, compared with 422 

the basic PSO. The basic PSO conducts the exploration action throughout the whole optimization process, 423 

thereby it is easy to be trapped in the local optima. The premature convergence problem is obvious, because 424 

the SSE value roughly maintains constant when the number of generations reaches 500.  425 

Fig. 10 presents the evolution of ground responses for the test set predicted by the ELM-based 426 

prediction model optimized by three optimizers as well as the MAE values computed using Eq. [26]. It can 427 

be seen that the hybrid deep RL model outperforms ELM-based prediction models optimized by PSO and 428 

enhanced PSO. Enhanced PSO slightly refines the predicted settlement evolution with a slight decrease in 429 

the MAE value (from 2.64 to 2.51). The improvement in the prediction performance of the hybrid deep RL 430 

model is remarkable, in which the MAE value decreases to 1.97. The great agreement between the predicted 431 

and measured evolution of settlement and the improvement in recognizing maximum settlement is observed. 432 

Meanwhile all datasets are closer to the line with the slope of 1. Hence the tunneling-induced ground 433 

responses prediction model can be established using the hybrid deep RL algorithm. 434 
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where r = measured settlement; p = the predicted settlement; n = a total number of datasets. 436 

5.2 Sensitivity analysis 437 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ELM based settlement prediction model optimized by DQN-438 

PSO. Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is conducted to reveal how model output uncertainty can be 439 
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apportioned to the uncertainty in each input variable [55]. Variance-based GSA method has been 440 

extensively used in main domains [56-58], thereby it is used in this study. In this method, the total order 441 

index STi in the variance-based GSA method measures the effect of an input parameter and its coupled effect 442 

with other input parameters on the model output. The calculation of STi proposed by Jansen [59] is adopted 443 

in this study, and the detailed formulations are not presented for brevity, which can refer to Zhang [60]. The 444 

results of GSA are shown in Fig. 11, compared with the correlation coefficients which are calculated by 445 

absolute Pearson coefficients (see Eq. [27]). It can be observed that the parameters that have strong 446 

correlations with settlement (Sp, St, C) still have higher impact on the ELM based model. Th with the 447 

highest Pearson value among five operational parameters is also the most important operational parameter 448 

in the ELM based model. Pr with the lowest Pearson value is also the most insignificant parameter in the 449 

ELM based model. The rank of other parameters merely has a slight variation. Such factors indicate the 450 

ELM based model optimized by DQN-PSO obviously captures the potential correlations between the input 451 

and output parameters. The generalization ability and the practicability of such model can thus be 452 

guaranteed. 453 
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 455 

6. Conclusions 456 

The contribution of this study is that a hybrid deep reinforcement learning (RL) model which integrates 457 

extreme learning machine (ELM) and deep RL algorithm deep-Q network (DQN) is proposed for predicting 458 

tunneling-induced ground responses in real time, in which the relationships among influential factors and 459 
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ground response were explored through self-practicing. Another contribution is that the proposed optimizer 460 

DQN-PSO knows which action should be conducted and when should take this action, thereby ensures the 461 

global optima to be obtained. Unlike previous metaheuristic optimization algorithms that guide the 462 

movement of particles in a rough manner, the reward rule of the DQN-based optimizer focuses on 463 

evaluating the reward of agent’s action, hence particles like an intelligent human always select the optimum 464 

action at each step. To authors’ best knowledge, this is the first work on using hybrid RL algorithm DQN 465 

and ML algorithm ELM to investigate tunneling-induced ground responses. The following conclusions can 466 

be drawn, based on the results of this work: 467 

(1) Because DQN-PSO optimizer is able to guide particles to implement optimum action at each step, the 468 

global optima can be acquired when the value of objective function converges at a fixed value. In other 469 

words, the DQN-PSO optimizer can search the global best weights and biases of ELM with higher 470 

accuracy and lower computational cost, compared with basic or enhanced metaheuristic optimization 471 

algorithms. 472 

(2) The hybrid deep RL model with the integration of ELM and DQN-PSO optimizer can accurately predict 473 

tunneling-induced ground response in real time, overcoming the deficiency of empirical, analytical and 474 

numerical models established by domain experts. The ultimate ELM based model can be expressed 475 

with an explicit formulation, which is user-friendly in engineering practice. Meanwhile, the 476 

performance of prediction model can be improved with the increase in the datasets collected from the 477 

field construction. 478 

(3) The hybrid deep RL model is genetic, which means that it can be used to various situations with different 479 

states, actions, rules, rewards and objective function defined by domain experts without any debugging. 480 

Meanwhile the basic meta-heuristic and machine learning algorithms used in the hybrid deep RL model 481 
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can be randomly replaced based on different situations. Such model offers a pragmatic and reliable 482 

framework to develop a data-driven or physical model. 483 

 484 

Appendix 485 

The database used in this study can be download at following link: 486 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336208927_Database_for_maximum_settlement_collected_from_Changs487 

ha_Metro_Line_4_Liugoulong_to_Fubuhe_station 488 
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Table 

Table 1 Values of parameters in three algorithms 

Algorithm Parameter Value 

ELM Number of hidden neurons 20 

PSO

(exploration | exploitation) 0.9 | 0.4 

c1 (exploration | exploitation) 2.5 | 0.4 

c2 (exploration | exploitation) 0.4 | 2.5 

[Vmin, Vmax] [-3, 3] 

[Xmin, Xmax] [-10, 10] 

Population size 20 

Maximum generation 3000 

Enhanced 

PSO 

c1 (initial | final) 2.5 | 0.5 

c2 (initial | final) 0.5 | 2.5 

NJ 2000 

fJ 0.01 

DQN 

Number of hidden neurons 15 

RL learn (criteria| step) 200| 5 

Target DNN update interval 300 

Batch size 32 

Episode 100 

goal_SSE 5 

Reward decay coefficient γ 0.9 

ε-greedy 0.1 

Learning rate α 0.01 



 

 

Table 2 Comparison among three optimizers 

Optimizer Generation SSE 

Basic PSO 1497 6.860 

Enhanced PSO 1280 6.540 

DQN-PSO 1045 5.288 



 

 

Figure caption 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of reinforcement learning: (a) Q-learning; (b) deep Q-network 

Fig. 2 Architecture of ELM-based ground response prediction model 

Fig. 3 Search methods of particles: (a) exploration; (b) exploitation 

Fig. 4 Absorbing wall boundary condition 

Fig. 5 Framework of proposed DQN-based PSO optimizer 

Fig. 6 Evolution of SSE value in a typical episode 

Fig.7 Actions at four phases 

Fig. 8 Predicted settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL model generated at three steps 

Fig. 9 Comparison of DQN-PSO optimizer with basic and enhanced PSO optimizers 

Fig. 10 Predicted settlement for the test set using ELM-based prediction models optimized by three 

optimizers 

Fig. 11 Comparison between sensitivity indices and correlation coefficients of input parameters 
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of reinforcement learning: (a) Q-learning; (b) deep Q-network 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 2 Architecture of ELM-based ground response prediction model 
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Fig. 3 Search methods of particles: (a) exploration; (b) exploitation 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 4 Absorbing wall boundary condition 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 5 Framework of proposed DQN-based PSO optimizer 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 6 Evolution of SSE value in a typical episode 
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Fig.7 Actions at four phases 
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Fig. 8 Predicted settlement for the test set using the hybrid deep RL model generated at three steps 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of DQN-PSO optimizer with basic and enhanced PSO optimizers 
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Fig. 10 Predicted settlement for the test set using ELM-based prediction models optimized by three 

optimizers 
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Fig. 11 Comparison between sensitivity indices and correlation coefficients of input parameters 
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